Economic Colloquium
Summer Term 2024

Tuesday, 4:15 – 5:45 pm

09.04.2024 Jan Willem Stoelhorst (University of Amsterdam) - An Evolutionary Theory of the Firm

16.04.2024 Andrei Yakovlev (Harvard University) - Russian Business in 2022-2023: Sources of Resilience and Expectations for the Future

07.05.2024 Timo Trimborn (Aarhus University) - Economic Growth and Climate Change: Converging towards a Continuum of Steady States

28.05.2024 Andreas Knabe (OvG Universität Magdeburg) - Social Contacts, Unemployment, and Experienced Well-being. Evidence from Time-Use Data

04.06.2024 Martin Scheffel (Hanken School of Economics Helsinki) - On the Interconnectedness of Financial Market Frictions and Labor Market Frictions

25.06.2024 Verena Baye (Universität Osnabrück) - tba

02.07.2024 Max Groneck (University of Groningen) - First Comes Love, Then Comes Marriage? Marriage, Labor Supply, and Poverty

Venue: WiWi2 F4090 (room changes are possible). Zoom links will be sent separately.